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To hzep succeeding, 
Q: Wbat u n  we do, as lederr and 
manegon of SMEs, to enrure th. 
d n u e d  ruccarr of our companies? 

A: Leading an SME is a difEcult thing when 
we consider that the primary role of the lead- 
er is to set the strawgic direction. create val- 
ue and punme new opportunities. Done well. 
the ShfH can edoy continuing success, ADELDll N 

The madly comes in sushining the suc- 
cess and. unfortunately. firms can fail in 
spectacalar ways. The "spectacularw part of 
this statement comes h m  the starkness of 
seeing them underperfom when, previous- 
ly, they have succeeded so bribntly. sources. &st-mover advantage and market 

ICOUS of innovation and industrial SUC- share. Yet we c o n h a y  see --ups and 
cess have tasted the bitterness of failure, n w  enwants bmt them at their own game. 
even as they become the in their in* 1 call this the Incumbenfs me-. It is 
dusm &Owing real, s"-able the tension experienced by an already suc- 
creation over time. cessful5rm when tryiug to create its future. 

But many fail at some point. Bad luck? We see it often: s u c c d  ,struggle and 
No. The cause is management's mistakes of fail in what they are good at. Recent exam- 
strategy. a la& of innovation and a failme to ples are Kodak. a 5rm that invented the digit- 
continue to pursue oppomnities. al camera only to die by it. F i s  like Kodak 

This happens to SMEs and large firms face the reality that the thing they are best at 
dike. Even orle of the best companies m the holds them back. 
world, Apple, has had strategic failures. Ap- And this is due to mindset. Future oppor- 
ple missed the PC network effect by building tunities are often ignored and, in fact, cogni- 
proprietary, closed computers, loging to IBM tively distant to managers. Not only is it dim- 
and the Wintel platform (MicrosoR and In- cult for them to see alternative solutions, 
te4. IBM thought computer hardware would they also fmd no compelling reason to 
dways rule the day. Microsoft and Intel had change that which succeeds. even for the 
other thoughts. K-mart inventad discount re- most well-intentioned and hardworking 
tailing, but Walmart beat it a t  its own game. manager of an SME. 

Even more remarkable is that these 5rms So what is the solution to the Incumbent's 
were often the wry onw that invented the in- DiIemma? A well-executad strategy that in- 
dustry in which they ultimately Md. How volves innovation and continuing entrapre- 
can this happen? How do 5rms that create a nemhip is the key. 
new genre of success Eall behind new players Strategy. Innovation. Entrepreneurship. 
in the game? Firms with an established posi- How do these relate? 
tion within a market (incumbents) appear to Strategy is how a 6rm creates cornpett- 
be in an enviable position with respect to re- tive advantage. And the essential intellectual 

avoid the Incumbent's Dilemma 
tension in the act of strategic management is 
the continual review of the external environ- 
ment (that over which we have no control). 
and assessing the viability of the Sirm's inter- 
nal environment (that which we have com- 
plete control over, such as how we innovate 
and pursue opportuuity). 

Innovation js defined as the creation and 
capture of value. Entrepreneurship is the 
pursuit of opportunity. Combined. they are 
unstoppable in their abiity to deliver suc- 
cess against the external strategic environ- 
ment a firm may hce. 

So how can entrepreneurship within a 
h become more of a rule than an excep- 
tion? How can an SME continue to be entre- 
prenewial? 

Harvard professor Howard Stephenson 
proposed more than 25 years ago that entre- 
preneurship was a managerial process that 
could be understood and practised within a 
h. 

His h e w o r k  identifies entrepreneurial 
management as  a continuum that begins 
with our typical notion of a solo inventor and 
ends with ow typical lmdersmndtng of a cor- 
porate manager. 

The designations drift into two major are 
as: one is the entrepreneurial domain. 
where the traditional entrepreneur acts as a 
promoter and is driven by the opportunity 
found; the other is the administrative do- 

main. where the corporate manager is driv- 
en strategically by the resources owned. 

The magic occurs when corporate manag- 
ers. a r m 4  with their own resources. pursue 
opportunities. This hybrid management ap- 
proach is the essence of the entrepreneurial 
manager and it is necessary for the S M  to 
succeed. 

With this mindset, opporhmities are re- 
lentlessly pursued with available resources. 
but not limited to those currently owned or 
in place. Entreprenellrlal managers do what 
they need to pursue those opportunities and 
are not satisfied with merely collecting re- 
sources to drive only incremental growth. 

And the work d t h e  entrepreneurial man- 
ager b to hovate .  Peter Druclter once said 
that innovation and entrepreneurship were 
inamicable - that one could not exist with- 
out the other. 
This makes sense when we d e 5 e  enwe- 

preneurship as the relentless pursuit of op- 
portunity, and define innovation as the crea- 
tion of sustainable vaIue. 

Think of the differences between Creative 
and Apple. Creative is the inventor of the 
MP3 player. and Apple. of iTunes. Creative 
was innovative without being mtrepreneuri- 
al; Apple was both, innovative in design and 
entrepreneurial in seeking a network solu- 
tion to music distribution.. 

Apple created and captured more real val- 

ue than Creative, despite being late to mar- 
ket. Without entrepreneurship. we create 
technology and solutions that no one can 
use. Without innovation, we replicate exist- 
ing soluti011s and simply divide the market. 
Both are needed. 

Avoiding the Incumbent's h m m a  is crit- 
ical for continuing success. The role of the 
SME manager must be to bufld-upon the hi- 
Oial success of the firm, but not to depend on 
that for the future. 

That which you succeeded with previous- 
ly may not sustain your f i e .  Innovation is 
necesmy to create new and real value and. 
when combined with a entrepreneurial 
mindset, assures that this value will be detiv- 
era to new opportunities. Although this is 
difhdt due to the current success, the alter- 
native is much less desirable. 
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